SLED DOGS TO ST. PAUL
The Race to Protect Minnesota

From Acid Discharge Mining

Up North, in our “Land of Sky Blue Waters,” we live on and in—sometimes even under—the crystal clear waters of our beloved Lakes and Streams and Rivers all of our waking hours. And we’re not the only ones who go up North. All the wild things go up those streams and lakes and ponds toward their source, and so do we.

Frank Moe and his dog team Will deliver our petition to The Capitol on March 8th.

Right now, 30,000 JOBS exist for folks who work in the tourism industry, which depends on our CLEAN WATER. Never before have “responsible” acid-discharge mining conglomerates experimented on our pure waters at their very source.

RALLY TO STOP ACID-DISCHARGE MINING

PROTECT OUR NATURAL RESOURCES